Wordscapes level 5811 answers
Wordscapes level 5811 in the Strand Group and Tide Pack contains 14 words
and the letters EFNORZ making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 21 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 68,541 words and 280,538 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
FOE, FOR, NOR, ONE, ORE, FRO, REF, FEN, FERN, FORE, ZERO, ZONE, FROZE, FROZEN.
The extra or bonus words are:
FER, REZ, FROE, REO, ZONER, FONE, NEF, RENO, FREON, ONER, FON, ERN, FEZ, RONE,
ERF, ROE, EON, REN, ORF, ORFE, FOEN.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 5811
FOE - Hostile.
FOR - Because.
NOR - Used to introduce a further negative statement.
ONE - A numerical value equal to 1; the first number in the set of natural numbers (e
specially in number theory); the cardinality of the smallest nonempty set. Ordinal: f
irst.
ORE - Rock that contains utilitarian materials; primarily a rock containing metals or
gems which (at the time of the rock's evaluation and proposal for extraction) are ab
le to be separated from its neighboring minerals and processed at a cost that does no
t exceed those materials' present-day economic values.
FRO - From; away; back or backward. In modern English used only in the set phrase to
and fro ("back and forth").
REF - Referee.
FEN - A type of wetland fed by ground water and runoff, containing peat below the wat
erline.
FERN - Any of a group of some twenty thousand species of vascular plants classified i
n the Division Pteridophyta (formerly known by some as Filicophyta) that lacks seeds
and reproduces by shedding spores to initiate an alternation of generations.
FORE - An exclamation yelled to inform players a ball is moving in their direction.
ZERO - The cardinal number occurring before one and that denotes no quantity or amoun
t at all, represented in Arabic numerals as 0.
ZONE - Each of the five regions of the earth's surface into which it was divided by c
limatic differences, namely the torrid zone (between the tropics), two temperate zone
s (between the tropics and the polar circles), and two frigid zones (within the polar
circles).
FROZE - Simple past of freeze.
FROZEN - In the state of that which freezes; in ice form.
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